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1 - Akastsuki Form

Let's just say, I got bored. So, just fill out this form, and I'll see of your OC could make it into the
Akatsuki.

Disclaimer: I do not own Naruto; Each time I say that, a little peice of me dies.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: (Full, Last name first, first name second. It would be alot better if your OC's name SOUNDED
Japanese, and wasn't your real name.)
Age: (17 or higher only)
Gender: (Male or Female)
Height:
Weight:
Rank: ( Before you wanted them in the Akatsuki. Jonin, Chunin, ANBU. NO GENIN.)
Village: (Konoha(Leaf), Taki(Lightening), Suna(Sand), Kiri)Mist), Ame(Rain), Iwa(Rock), Kumo(Cloud),
Kusa(Grass), and Oto(Sound). Please add -gakure at the end of which Village you are from, Kirigakure.
No fan made Villages.)
made up Villages.)
Clan: (If any. If you created a clan, I would like a detailed description of their bloodline limit. If they have
the Sharingan and the Byakugan, NO.)
Picture or DETAILED description: (I need a good image of what your OC looks like. If they look like a
clone of Itachi, Deidara, Sakura, ect. I will not allow you in.)

DETAILED background/History: (I want a GOOD background of your OC. If they are Sasuke's, Naruto's,
Neji's, Gaara's, ect. lost sibling; NO. They can be from an already created Clan. If they are the
Jinchuriki(Medium/Holder) of the ten tailed fox demon, eight headed Snake demon, ect. NO.)

Jutsu: (This will be a long one to make. I need a list of ALL your OC's Jutsu. If they are from Konoha,
and can make Water clones, NO.)

-SAMPLE FORM-

Name: Miniko Teneka
Age: 23
Gender: Female
Height: 5ft 8in
Weight: 167lbs
Rank: Chunin
Village: Kirigakure
Clan: Miniko; They are the protectors of the Earth. Each member of this clan is Gifted with either a Spirit
Animal or a Wepon, provided by the Earth. Teneka is gifted with the Kuronaiga Bladeon(Black Diamond
Blade).
Picture: Check my FAC gallery for pictures of Teneka.



Description: N/A (I have done this becuase you guys know how to do this one.)
Jutsu: N/A (I have done this becuase you guys know how to do this one.)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alrighty! Go ahead and fill your from out if you want in. If you do get eccepted, I'll choose your Team
memeber, and Ring and where it belongs.
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